Solex carburetor diagram

In this post, we will discuss what is Solex Carburetor and How it works? This carburetor is used
in may European automobile industries. Solex carburetors widely used by many European
makers also used in passenger cars and commercial vehicles. Solex carburetor is a down
draught type carburetor. It consists of the devices for starting, idling normal running and
acceleration. These are described in brief as follows. It consists of a starter valve in the form of
a flat disc having holes of different sizes. These holes connect the starter jet and petrol jet sides
to the passage which opens into the air horn below the throttle valve. The starter lever is
operated by the driver from the dashboard, which adjusts the position of the starter valve so
that either bigger or small holes come opposite the passage. At the time of starting, bigger
holes connect the passage so that more fuel may go to the engine. The throttle valve is closed,
the whole of engine suction is applied to the starting passage 1. The petrol from the float
chamber passage through the starter petrol jet and rises into passage 2, it comes out and mixes
with the air entering through the air jet. This air-fuel mixture is rich enough for starting for the
engine. After the engine has started, the starter lever is taken to the 2nd position. So that
smaller holes connect the passage reducing the amount of petrol. In this position, the throttle
valve is also partly open so that the petrol is also coming from the main jet. The reduced
mixture supply from the starter system in this situation is however sufficient to keep the engine
running. If you want to replace an old carburetor to new it is easily done by determining the
flange type of carburetor. In modern vehicles, downdraught carburetors are commonly used,
because it is readily accessible from all sides. In sports cars and racing cars, the horizontal
carburetor is used. Updraught carburetors are used for engines where the fuel is gravity fed.
Usually, it determined by the type of engine, whether one or more carburetors used. Generally,
in sports cars and racing cars, more than one carburetor is used. The purpose of using multiple
carburetors is to reduce the length of the induction manifold. And most importantly to reduce
the bends which obstruct the free passage of the air-fuel mixture. So now, we hope that we have
clear all your doubts about Solex Carburetor. We have also a Facebook community for you
guys. If you like our article then please share it with your friends. If you have any questions
about any topic you can ask in the comment section. Enter your email address. Sign Up. Sign
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Read more. Braking System: How They Work? In this article, you'll learn what is braking
systems, different types of braking system? Tires and Types There are so many different types
of tires available with different tire categories that it can be a little difficult. Knowing the Solex
Carburetor is one of the famous Carburetor for the ease of starting the engine and the best
performance of the engine. Solex Carburetor is a downdraught Carburetor. This is used mostly
in the automobile engines. As we already discussed the main drawback of the simple
Carburetor is the maintaining one air-fuel ratio at one throttle position. This Solex Carburetor
can provide the rich mixture when the engine needs to start and supply the lean mixture when
the cruising Travelling with smoothly with economical speed the vehicle. This Carburetor has
different fuel discharge circuits so that it can deliver different mixtures for the different
operating conditions such as the Engine Starting, Engine Idling , Low-speed Operation, Normal
Operating, Acceleration. A float with a tapered valve at the top face of the float is arranged in the
float chamber to take care of the fuel level in it as shown in the below schematic representation.
With this circuit, the engine can run at the normal running with this Solex Carburetor. But for
the other operating conditions of the engine, we will use different fuel circuits for different
operating conditions. The main advantage with the Solex Carburetor is that it has the Bi-Starter
also known as the progressive starter. Initially, the engine needs a richer mixture and the after
starting of the engine, the mixture supposed to be lean. So this progressive starter will do the
job for the engine. Idling of the engine is at where the engine will not deliver any work it only
delivers enough power for its auxiliaries. During this idling or slow running of the engine needs
to have a rich mixture and because of the cylinder pressure is less and then there is a chance of
re sucking of the exhaust gases and cause the poor combustion to make the engine stumble.
So this rich mixture helps in making it happen smooth. For the Engine acceleration, and
additional acceleration pump injector equipment is arranged right side of the floating chamber
as you can see from the schematic diagram. This acceleration pump will supply the additional
fuel for the engine with the help of the Acceleration pump injector directly on top of the venture.

The operating of the Carburetor is the same as the normal running but with the additional fuel
drops the engine get excited when we press the accelerator pedal. When you release the pedal
the accelerator pump will suck the fuel from the float chamber and stores for the next pedal
movement. We have discussed the different operating conditions of the engine run by the Solex
Carburetors with different functions such as the Normal operating, Idling, Slow running, and
acceleration. Let us know your thoughts in the comment section below. Mechanical Engineer,
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License. The induction throats are 40 mm 1. Since the carburetors are located very close to the
combustion chambers, cold starting enrichment devices are not needed. The carburetor
basically consists of the main body and cover, with a gasket separating the two. The main body
contains two induction barrels, each having an independent idle and power metering system.
The throttle shaft, which passes through both barrels, controls both throttle valves and carries a
throttle return stop and throttle arm. The accelerating pump located on the broad side of the
carburetor is actuated through an adjustable rod and feeds fuel to both induction throats. The
float chamber is located between both induction throats. The fuel level in the float chamber is
regulated through the buoyancy of the float, that is, the float tang opens or closes the float
needle valve. The float level may be adjusted by means of an externally located screw which
adjusts the height of the intermediate swivel joint. This provision makes it possible to easily
adjust the float level for the particular grade of fuel used. The fuel level may be checked by
removing the plug from the inspection port. The carburetor cover accommodates the fuel inlet,
float chamber vent, and float needle valve the latter is accessible from within. In addition, two
power enrichment nozzles are press-fit into the cover. The fuel enters through the idle metering
jet g and mixes with air entering through the idle air bleed u forming an emulsion. The emulsion
flows to four small discharge ports located near the throttle valve. The amount of emulsion
dispensed through the lowest port is controlled by the idle mixture screw W. The emulsion
dispensed into the induction throat through the idle mixture port combines with induction air
which is passing through the partly open throttle valve and atomizes into idle mixture. The idle
mixture can be leaned out by turning the adjustment screw in, and enriched by turning it out:
both screws should be set approximately same. The idle speed adjustment controls the engine
idle rpm, i. The idle system employed in this carburetor is an independent system since it draws
the fuel from a point before the main jet carrier Y. As a result, negative pressures prevailing in
the induction throat have a continuous effect on the idle metering system and a certain amount
of the idle mixture is fed into the induction throats at normal power settings as well. The three
discharge ports located above the idle mixture discharge port provide progressive metering at
intermediate throttle openings between idling and power. The lowest port, located at the throttle
valve level, feeds idle mixture when the throttle is set for idling, while the two upper ports begin
to feed the mixture as the throttle begins to open. This metering provision ensures smooth
transition from idle speeds to power settings. The fuel flows through the main jet carrier Y and
the main jet Gg into a well which contains the emulsion tube s and, directly above it, the air
correction jet a. Vacuum in the induction throat draws the fuel into the preatomizer X where it
mixes with air and continues to the venturi K where it is fully atomized into the combustion
mixture. As the vacuum in the induction throat increases, the fuel level in the emulsion tube well
decreases and air enters through the air correction jet, mixing with the fuel through orifices in
the emulsion tube and effecting a derichment of the fuel air mixture. As long as the engine is
operating in the mid-rpm range under partial or full throttle load, only the main metering system
supplies the fuel. However, as the ai
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r velocity in. The enrichment system comes into action when the engine is running under full
throttle at high rpm. The main metering system together with its supplemental enrichment
system ensures a well balanced and metered fuel! A mechanically actuated diaphragm-type
accelerating pump is employed. The pump receives fuel directly from the float chamber. When

the pump is at rest,. The check valve Hl , in the pump inlet, prevents the fuel from backing up
into the float chamber; a second check valve HZ , at the base of the injection nozzle, prevents
air from entering the pump through the injection nozzle when the pump is on the inlet stroke.
The amount of fuel dispensed by the pump on its pressure stroke at time of acceleration is
predetermined by the length of the pump stroke; the stroke can be adjusted through the pump
adjustment t. The pump jet and the calibrated injection nozzle control only the duration of
injection. The check valve assembly HI has a return flow passage measuring O.

